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There are ideas behind paintings and schools 
of paintings. We may compare the ideas and 
pass judgment on them, or may consider them 
as a natural growth. The ability with which 
the artist expressed his idea may be contem
plated upon, too. If one were to try to evalu
ate a painting of Rembrandt 's it would be wise 
to compare his ideas of light with his con
temporaries, to see how they differ , and also 
compare the individual painting to some of his 
ot~er~ . It would not seem fair to judge his 
pamtmgs by the standards of Salvadore Dali or 
a Chinese scroll painting, or vice-versa. ' 

Many people judge paint ings solely on their 
technique without looking into the matter any 
further. T echnique is application and is per
s?nal, as is color, subject matter, and expres
s10n on faces . It is important that an artist 
should know in what manner to express his 
idea, but without an idea behind it , it does not 
express anything, except emotion as expression
ism does . 

A great many ideas have changed the 
course of the history of art . They generally 
departed from tradition amid a burst of dis
approval from lovers of tradition , and in the 
end became part of the tradition themselves. 
For instance, in Egypt mural painting was done 
with a great regard to the observance of the two 
dimensional quality of a wall. It was a plane, 
and therefore by law, the third dimension was 
not allowed ot disrupt that plane. 

In the Italian Renaissance many systems 
were tried to successfully represent the third di
mension. Artists were obsessed with the idea , 
and even in the theatre, scenery was designed by 
use of columns to give the greatest illusion of 
depth possible. 

In modern t imes the invention of the camera 
and the discovery of new light and color theories 
induced artists to put tiny dabs of red paint next 
~o cl.abs of yellow paint to create the optical 
1llus1on of the color orange from a distance. 
This orange was more intense than the usual 
mixing of red and yellow pigment. 

On the premise that all forms are modifica
tions of geometric forms, a school of painting 
arose which experimented with geometric 
forms. This school was a revolt· against the 
vague imagery of impressionism. They felt 
that there was more to painting than images, 
and concentrated on form . 

Another school, partly influenced b 
Platonic ideas of beauty, devised a hypothe/ 
for painting on the premise that true beauty w~! 
not representational, but consisted in the cor~ 
rect relationship of two dimensional shapes tQ 
~ne another . Thus beauty existed in a well de. 
s1~ned curve or straight line in its true relation. 
shii:' ~o all the other lines and shapes in the com.. 
pos1t1on. 

A re~ent school, using Freudian symbolis111 
as. a springboard has peered into the subcon. 
s~10us dream world. Their canvases have a mu{. 
t itude of naturalistic objects, which in them. 
selves are not unusual , but in their relationship 
to one another extrac:>rdinary. 

From these and other ideas have sprung in. 
terpretations. Generally there was a small 
group, and sometimes only one artist that 
started the ball rolling. Then the idea gained 
momentum until it was accepted and had fol. 
lowers. Generally a follower does not have the 
vitality of a new idea in his painting, as he has 
not experienced the birth pains. However, his 
work is more inclined to be less harsh and more 
decorative, and w ill sometimes appeal to the 
general public more than that of the originator. 

Today , besides having in our museums and 
galleries work gather from many eras and civ
ilizations, we are beset by the deluge of con
temporary painting. We have hosts of con
temporary artists who are followers of other 
artists from the Italian Renaissance to the pres
ent day. It is truly very confusing to decide 
what is good and what is bad. It would appear 
that the problem is to discover and put in their 
proper relationships this conglomeration of 
artistic ideas, to_ see how one grew out of 
another, and who was a follower of who. T he 
terms " good" and " bad" do not fit somehow to 
something that i~ not a moral issue, but rather 
an issue of being logical or illogical, coherent or 
incoherent, original or imitative, profound or 
superficial seems more in keeping w ith the sub- • 
ject. 

-Daniel- Brockhuizen. 
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History- Ours 
On Friday, April 19th, Mr. Carl Van 

Doren, whom Mr. Buchanan introduced sim
ply as "Mark's brother," gave us the history of 
the Western Hemisphere in the record time of an 
hour and a half. It is rumored that he origin
ally intended it to be merely the history of the 
United States, but since a number of people 
expressed incredulity at his audacity in attempt 
ing such a task, he thought it wiser to make the 
·subject even larger so that such people would 
be silent in awe or in contempt. "You can 
either do it in an hour and a half," he said be
fore the lecture, "or you'll have to fill four 
volumes." 

The history of the Americas, as he told it, 
divides itself into four different phases up to 
the present time, and where in the United States 
we may be said to have achieved a· measure of 
success in our various enterprises, the South 
Americas have achieved no such success , as their 
recent history so ably demonstrates. So Mr. 
Van Doren told of them both, as much for the 
contrast as for the similarity. 

These lands, he pointed out, were discovered 
and settled long before Columbus ever drew 
breath, probably by Asiatics from across the 
Berring Straits, probably by others as well. 
Historians find indications of diverse civiliza
tions, and the many languages in use when 
Spaniards and English came indicate that the 
first settlers came from many lands, even as 
they do today. In Mexico and Peru, great em
pires had grown, and a very considerable ad
vance in civilization was evident. In our own 
country, a number of the Indian tribes had 
come to be well-governed societies, sometimes 
even establishing federations of tribes under the 
same laws. 

With the arrival of Europeans, however, 
these societies vanished with startling rapidity. 
Mr. Van Doren suggested that it was a clash of 
ages, iron versus bronze, with the latter made 
obsolete by the newer, cheaper and every bit as 
serviceable material for tools and weapons. In 
South America, the Spaniards, led by adventur 
ers who were sponsored by their King, con-

quered, and set themselves up as rulers, although 
benevolent ones, Since the new government and 
the Church which came with it did not consider 
their subjects as rational beings, sparing them 
from slavery and the agony of the Inquisition. 
But the Spaniards remained under the laws of 
their Sovereign across the seas, and they made 
no attempt to establish a new nation. They 
pursued their individual whims as they chose. 

In contrast to this, Englishmen settled fur 
ther North who, since they had fled from perse
cution in their own country, had no expecta
tion of ever being invited to return- indeed, it 
was not until they began to prosper that Britain 
took pains to hold and rule them. Having 
come, then to found a new nation, and having 
no support from their home, they banded to
gether in colonies, destroying Indian tribes 
where they had to, bargaining with them where 
they could. Being their own masters, they de
veloped a kind of self-reliance and independence 
which was the basis of the revolution which 
followed. Teamwork was the byword, in 
contrast to the Spaniards further South who 
lived secure in the money and power of the 
Spanish King. Such were the beginnings of our 
modern hstory. 

Around the middle of the 18th Century, 
however, Great Britain began to take an inter
est in her promising little coloneis along the 
Atlantic Coast. Whereas not a hundred years 
before they had found the Dutch happier at the 
gain of Dutch Guiana than sorry at the loss of 
New Amsterdam, the British now found them
selves envied for the potatoes, tobacco and corn, 
to mention only a few, which were at least as 
rewarding as the sugar that Holland had found. 
But Britain failed to see how self-reliant her 
colonies had become and her exploitation, 
~.vhich was clumsily handled, was resented. We 
had come not as conquerers, but as settlers, and 
we had not found such large and advanced em
pires as the Spaniards had. Battles with In
dians were small, if terrible, and the dangers 
from them were scattered. We drove them 
away or exterminated them almost as fast as 
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we came, which is a reason why Indians play a 
larger part in our literature than in our society. 
The colonies were, then, independent in almost 
all of their activities, and although they were 
as yet insignificant, they were growing quickly. 

The idea of independence, however, was 
born in Britain, where a civil war of some pro
portions was already in existence among those 
who found George Ill's desire to return to the 
ways of the Stuarts rather more than they could 
swallow. In our own revolution, which co
incided with that in Britain, the colonies found 
themselves divided loosely into -two groups. 
The one, consisting of the British governors and 
the more prosperous settlers who sided with 
them, took a somewhat aristocratic attitude to
wards the rebels, who, although they had no 
very clearly formulated plan, were quite sure 
that they would and could be free from the 
English yoke. To be aristocratic was the Tor
ies' very great mistake, for it served to remind 
us constantly of our enemy who, being three 
thousand miles away, was not likely to be well 
understood by the uninformed. We won the 
revolution, of which there is no accurate, just 
chronology, and the Tories moved north into 
Canada. 

In this second phase, our self-reliance had 
developed into a federation of self-reliance. To 
our great good fortune we had broken the tie 
with Britain before fifty years of Napoleonic 
wars and Nationalism had done their work, for 
in South America, where the idea of independ
ence came much later, not nearly the same degree 
of success has been achieved. In our case the 
Articles of Confederation led directly to the 
Federal Constitution, which, despite Bolivar's 
efforts, the South American Republics have never 
been able to accomplish. 

Then in ·this country, a third phase began 
to take shape. Having no past, or rather having 
a past which we wished to forget, ·we were con
cerned only t.rith the present and future. This 
was to our immense advantage in our astound
ingly rapid growth, for we took great strides, 
wasting prodigiously; there was always more to 
be found- more goods, more land, more money. 
"Go West, young man," said Mr. Greely, and 
we did. Having no traditions, and no systems, 
no business and no tools, we invented them, 
with the skill acquired through scores of years. 
After the Civil War, when there was for a time 
only one political party in existence, we devel
oped that peculiarly American institution, the 

Business Man. Where England has her Pub. 
lie Servants; France, the Arts; Germany, th 
Military, so we have Business Men. They are 
strangely incongruous in our history, for ou e 
h

. r 
itsory has been one of the removal of power 

from the hands of the few to the hands of th 
many, insofar as this could be accomplishede 
and Business in this country cannot be said t~ 
be overly sympathetic to that idea. But they 
exist, and their power has not yet been measured 

In South America, thiS third phase is only ~ 
shadow of our own. Whereas they are poten
tially as rich as we, they had no such ground. 
work for independence and ingenuity as we had 
and the problems of transportation and th; 
comparative poverty of their people, now that 
they were separated from Spain and Portugal 
were not overcome. Nevertheless, they are 

. . ' growmg now, and v..:1tb our exploitation, they 
are not more than a hundred years behind us. 

We have realized for some time, said Mr. 
Van Doren, that that road has run out. We 
know that we have come to another ocean and 
that there is no more land beyond; our wealth 
~s no longer unlimited, although wij:h foresight, 
1t can remain very great. So that we may be 
said to be in a fourth phase, a phase where we ' 
are beginning to take the responsibility for our 
greatness. We cannot afford to waste any 
more, and we cannot think any longer that 
everything we do is either right. or, if it be 
wrong, that it will make no difference in our 
ultimate future. In the last few years we have 
had a sort of self-examination. An indication of 
this is the host of historical novels which glut 
the market and which feed the minds of the 
people. Bad as they are, they are a sign that 
we are looking at ourselves with critical, if un
practised eyes, and that we do not like all 
that we see. A federation is going on in our 
arts as well, for whereas we have contributed 
sloppily and hastily to them, with many half
formulated ideas so that they are a tangled 
hodge-podge, the time is not far off when we 
will be able to see a culture "'.hich makes some 
sense. 

Our Revolution and its subsequent Consti
tution were, however, only the rehearsal. For 
we are the logical leaders in the movement to-
wards world government; we have succeeded in 
federating not just English settlers, but the set
tlers from many lands, and we can, despite the 
bad state of politics in this country where clear 
policies and ideas are seldom brought to the for e, 

~ 
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b instrumental in bringing a federation of the 
e rld to be an actual thing. This is our 
w~cial job; our best instincts, through Franklin, 
Jefferson, Washington, Wilson and Roosevelt, 

roduce a kind of spontaneous fraternity among 
p ankind. This we have added to England's 
r.berty and France's equality. If we can bring 
·~ to the world then we will succeed in being 
~omething more than, as Carl's brother has said, 
''but a moment in slow time." 

- J. V.D. 

J ustly your toys shall be destroyed when 
you die and your rusty lust, but God is good 
and shall grant you a new joy- a trustworthy 
tomb-and an ever mounting amount of room 
to play in, and aslant by your side he shall 
plant a gay tree, with one infinite leaf for each 
finite hour of eternity, 

and through that generous giving (beyond 
all belief!) you may retrieve your branches and 
scanty living then. 

- G.W.J. 

What Did Mr. Abramson Do? 
"But he didn't explain it," wailed the fresh

man, after Mr. Abramson's lecture on the Odys
sey. And I wondered then what the freshman 
meant by explain. How do you explain the 
Odyssey? Do you describe it as a sort of ob
jectification, in terms of a set of characters and 
situations, of Homer's subjective experience? 
Do you describe the poem as a picture of the 
attitudes and conditions of Homer's time? Do 
you plac~ it in one of the categories of literary 
crit icism, and consider it as a particular of that 
species? All these ways of explanation are in
teresting and instructive, but since they attack 
the meaning of the poem only obliquely, I 
don't believe the freshman would regard them 
as real explanations. What he seemed to mean 
by explain was this : allegorize. Consider the 
action and persons of the Odyssey as symbols of 
Homer's cosmology, his theology, his system of 
morals, etc. Tell us, Mr. Abramson, what 
Circe is. We know she is a woman, a magician, 
but what is she really? Base passion? Material 
necessity? .... But in spite of the (perhaps un
fo rtunate) bias of St. Johnnies for this way of 
reading poetry, Mr. Abramson did not indulge. 
Instead of dwelling on what Circe really is, he 
tended to point out certain aspects of Homer's 
poem which most of us probably had nG:Jt 
noticed before. 

He did this in several ways. First he asked 
~hat the Odyssey is about, and right away he 
told us. It is about many persons and things, 
about love and war, life and death, fear and 
courage, hope, faith, and despair, about boat
building . .. . Then he read the proemium. The 
proemium pretends to stating what the Ody_ssey 
is about, and Mr. Abramson tried to relate 1t to 
the rest of the poem, with curious results. F or 
only in Books 9-12 do the events promised in 
the proemium appear. Books 1-4 contain the 
search of Telemachus for his father, and Books 
13-24 the homecoming of Odysseus. But the 
story of the wandering of Odysseus is not told 
directly-it is a tale told by Odysseus himself. 
The rest of the story is told by Homer, who 
speaks to the swineherd in t~1e .se_co!Jd perso~; 
Homer, then, is perhaps the divme mmstrel 
of Book 2 3, retelling at a later date the events 
he has taken part in, and, as Mr. Abramson 
suggested, the Odyssey is the story of Odysseus 
seen by those who expect him. Then the fact 
that most of the poem is about events par
ticipated in by those who stayed in Ithaca seems 
reasonable, and even squares with the proem
ium. Homer knows of these homely events, 
and it is only concerning those events related 
by Odysseus, whose word is not always to be 
relied on that he need invoke the Muse. 

"Bu; this sort of thing doesn't explain it." 
Hmm. There is a question in the mind of this 
reviewer if it is useful to try to explain all poems 
in this allegorical way. The Divine Comedy, 
yes; but the Odyssey . . .. When Mr. Abram
son read the proemium, he read it wor~ .by 
word, emphasizing certain words and g1vmg 
their several meanings. "The order of words," 
he said, "is very important. Reading word by 
word gives a different meaning . . .. throws an 
oblique light on the meaning." And when he 
recounted the adventures of Odysseus, though 
he implied that beyond these s~range b1:1t con
crete things Odysseus saw and did, there 1s some 
secret meaning, he did this not by blunt alle
crorization, but by emphasizing some aspect of, 
;ay, Lestrygonia, or by pointing out the rela
tionship of the Phaecians and the Cyclopeans, 
or by suggesting that the Agamemnon-Clytem
nestra story is a foil to that of Odysseus and 
Penelope. All of this is perhaps merely spade
work for allegorization. But when Mr. 
Abramson pleads for the constancy of Pene
lope, he is reminding us that, despite ·any pos
sible secret doctrines clever! y hidden in the poem, 
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the Odyssey is first of all a story about persons 
whose characters and motives should also be 
understood simply, in the way we try to under
stand the characters and motives of those we 
know in the work-a-day world. In doing this, 
is Mr. Abramson coming dangerously close to 
a heresy against the. Gospel According to St. 
Johns? And if so, should we shout hallelujah 
and join him, or close our eyes with holy dread 
and slink away? - Gene Thornton. 

Ziff 
William Ziff spoke Sunday night of tech-

-nological developments of war and the logic 
behind the problem. First he examined the 
position which talks of the atom as :final instru
ment in war-making to which all others are 
ancillary. A weapon capable of devastating 20 
miles of territory; the disruptive effect caused 
largely by intense heat; "Pearl Harbor" could 
be accomplished by rocket assaults, air raid or 
a number of bombs set off simultaneously by 
agents in the enemy's key cities; other possibili
ties are._ blow up the ice cap at North Pole, 
causing the ocean level to raise appreciably and 
originate hugh tidal waves. The influence of 
this argument is that armies and navies are ob
solete. However, there are other agencies of 
destruction as deadly and advantageous. One 
is gas, latest poison gases of which are to mus
tard and Lewisite gas as machine gun to bow 
and arrow; every living thing in a city can be 
annihilated by successful gas attack; or bac
teriological warfare, most dangerous because it 
may backfire; the Japs dropped cholera-laden 
wracks in China which started plagues demon
strating such a program is feasible. Bacteria 
used against crops and livestock would win a 
war by attrition and there now exists cultures 
capable of being epidemic against animals. Fac
tors to reckon with. Scarcity of fiissionable 
material. Bombs can not be mass produced. 
Only by calling upon her entire technology 
could Russia, such was the view Mr. Ziff took, 
bring her program up to ours in ten or fifteen 
years. 

Now the :first blow of a new war will be 
rocket bombardment of the enemy's key centers. 
The attacked nation has decentralized installa
tions launching a counter attack; the aim is a 
swift decision; failure means a prolonged war; 
large nations cannot be terrorized into submis
s10n. 

Weekend Regained 
Music, as once was thought o~ .women, he. 

longs in the home. Anyone familiar with the 
elaborate ritual of the concert-goer, who haa 
paid homage with a reluctant shudder to over. 
publisized Ions, and surfeited himself on hea'Vf 
diets of nineteenth century works (mostly bolll. 
bast, cheaply-wrought and completely persona} 
passion), might well rejoice in the refreshing 
experience of listening in an eighteenth century 
ballroom (even though most of its charm has 
passed into history) to music of elegance, clar. 
ity, and grace. 

It seems difficult to do justice to the per. 
formance of Messrs. Kirkpatrick and Schneider 
with'out sounding extravagant. Their ensemble 
was beyond reproach; and only rarely did they 
lapse from playing that was restrained but vig. 
orous; and technically accurate. Such lapses as 
there were were well-compensated for by the 
excellence of their musicianship and the quality 
of the music played. If we wanted to get fas
tidious, we might say that Mr. Schneider's bow
ing in the fast Bach movements didn't give 
quite the crispness we like (he apparently does 
not agree with editors who sprinkle these move- ' 
men ts with staccato marks) , and in slow move
ments Mr. Kirkpatrick sometimes indulged in 
slight hesitations before strong beats, then cling
ing to them and rushing whatever came between, 
and while players of Chopin probably couldn't 
make a living without this trick, we aren't at all 
sure how appropriate it is in Bach and Mozart. 
Also the harpsichord's somewhat clangish blurr 
made it difficult to really hear fast contrapuntal 
passages, and the superior carrying quality of 
the violin's tone sometimes obscured the melodic 
line being played on the harpsichord when the 
latter was actually the more important. How- ~ 
ever, virtuoso passage work comes off excellently. 
on the harpsichord, sometimes (as in the first 
movement of the Mozard G Major) is brought 
forth an intensity we would not have thought 
possible on so percussive an instrument, and in 
general its nature is such as to preclude the 
tasteless romantisized renditions pianists often 
give us. There are perhaps unsatisfactory things 
about any instrumental combination that is not ~ 
that most satisfying of all musical mediums, 
the string quartet. 

In trying to find one thing which might 
characterize the music played, we decided that 
it all came somewhere within the gamut of com-
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c 't to animated ebullience. Only m ac s 
Wl d larae choral works do we sense the 

gan an ° r N h G or . nd never in Mozart. ...f the ort er-
tragic5, aethoven found life serious but not hope-
111an e · f d · h d the Austnan Mozart oun it ope-
Jess, ba~ not serious, what shall we say of Bach? 
Jess u · ous way he is not of their world at all. 
In a cun d d H ites with the rich sureness of a eep evo-
. e ~rhis music is charged with the grandeur of 

tGiond. Can this, too, be comedy? 
0 . . h h h? (What is wrong wit t at yar~grap . 

Wh do we rarely resist such genera.hzations, all 
the :bile feeling that we are dealmg out ~a~
dom half-truths? Why are we so sure music 1~ 

· g something when we never can say what. 
sayrn · · h' 
Shall we let our philosopher tell us it is not mg 

b mber? Or should we not rather ask a 
ut nu · . ?) 
oet how we shall speak of music. , 

p Just where this weekend left the Progran: s 
problem chil~ w~ have no idea: Perhaps its 
_ 1, . J·ustification 1s the pleasure it offered, even on.y . 1 . 1 
'f 't be the pleasure we get m ettmg ourse ves 
~e 

1 
charmed by a spoiled child. . (Of course we 

tually think there is more to it than that, but 
ac b d' , . 1 b t we don't quite know how t~ e iaiectlca a ou 
it.) Anyway, we liked this weekend, and we 
want more, we want more, we want more. 

-W. C. B. 

World Student Servke Fund 
A few Thursday ago, Miss Wiggin ad

dressed the College in behalf of the .w o.rld 
Student Service Fund, a temporary organization 
dedicated to giving students relief as long as 
needed. Perhaps it was unfortunate that the 
title of the address was announced before the 
meeting. Attendance was a marked :ontrast as 
compared to the meeting held the previous Tues
day, in which Mr. Barr unravelled the grape
vine. No more than 25 students were there the 
night Miss Wiggin spoke. Where were the 
others ? Reading for seminar, of course!. 

\Vhat those present heard was an impas
sioned appeal from students of many .de~~state? 
countries for aid to "keep them gomg until 
their existence returned to some degree of. nor
malcy. Miss Wiggin told us many stones of 
students whom her organization has helped. 
She also made the few that were there aware 
that the fight to save these students depended 
largely upon us, the American stu~ents. 

In our intellectual banter, we pnde ourse~ves 
on being bearers of the true torch of education. 

.This same torch is burning perilously l~w in 
the greater portion of foreign schools. ~s lt not 
our duty to feed the flame of education, ~!, 
giving some a chance to " Carry the torch. 
The goal of the World Student Service Fund 
is to do this very thing, by giving students the 
chance to renew and continue their interrupted 
studies. The fund asks money only o~ stud
ents to help their fellows back on their f.eet. 
Is this too much to ask? A group of Juniors 
has already seen the need for the Co~lege .to as
sist in this work-note the resolution m the 
basement corridor in McDowell Hall. Many 
have joined in this group by signing th.e re~olu
tion and by arranging to ~a~e ~ont~1but10ns. 
But again, the number participatmg lS a poor 
percentage of the College. . 

We talk of "Polity," of UNO, of Security 
Council and General Assembly. We hear ~r. 
Meiklejohn's lecture on UNESCO, s.~t b~c~ m 
our dialectical chairs, and comment, This is a 
good thing." UNESCO is certainly. deeply 
involved in world education. We b~heve St. 
John's is also very much interested m world 
education. Now comes the chance . to DO 
something about our theoretical interest m world 
affairs, by helping these stude~~s. . . ,, 

Does this "Talking" and Thmkm~ ~ol
lege ever consider "Acting?" Is it sacn~egious 
to cease contemplating absolutes f~r a while and 
try to put some of them into practise? P~rhaps, 
as mystics, we should not be conceri;ie~ with the 
plight of fellow students. But this lS not the 
case. We are sure that the entire student ?~dy, 
onre given knowledge of the problem, will r~
s;~nd grnerously. And then, perhaps, this 
portion of the COLLEGIAN will not have been 
wasted. 

LOST 
ONE 

VARIETY 

SH 0 W 

-J.P.H. 
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The Liberty Tree 
This is about the liberty tree and how it 

will undoubtedly be free now and how it will 
have leaves and will be fully at liberty now 
and even though there is a fence about it and 
bow such a fence will be almost nonsense in 
that it can have no connection with the outcom
ing of the tree from the birth-earth nor can it 
over know the outcome of whence the tree goes 
as it flows upward to free itself 

now if you do not understana this pro
foundly then stand under the tree or walk 
around it, and the propensities of that fence will 
be such (but really it will be the propensity of 
the whole tree and the vision it will offer beyond 
any boundaries and any iron bound whose irony 
is after all small and not tall as a so busily 
beatific tree would be al ways) , that you shall 

, then realize that the true view is not of the 
pseudo-imprisonment of a tree but of the at
tempted confinement of everything which tries 
in itself to be, and you shall see therefore that 
this sight only emphasizes the tightness of our 
internment more and by it the tree is merely 
realigned through our barred eyes with the far 
size of eternity and the stars- but even that be
ing our nature, sometimes, the sun or moon 
brightly shining, then there may be no devin
ing of a fence at all nor sense in anything but 
in our new finding that the blessed essence of 
our nature may be procured from such a fort
defying and freely fortifying tree 

and this is the truth which shall be pro
jected from the one line of that tree so calmly 
standing in the center. of the fence, and the fence 
may be a circumference which interferes but in 
nowise could it ever circumvent the main and 
magn ificent intent which is that the tree shall 
be the center of that or any figure and that noth
ing shall prevent it from issuing forth and seiz
ing the surprising elevation of the lovely skies 
(and Ptolemy even if he were sent could not 
Prevent it from thuswise being a big volume 
and a vehement thick thing above, oho! the 
Well-meant plane and the dusty plain where men 
have no well-being ever) , _ 

and I have not actually seen that tied-up 

tree but shall go there now to take cognizance 
of my untidy captivity, still I am sure no 
tyrants could surround it nor even any fence 
that would be relentlessly a fence, and I feel 
moreover that that verdue will be fairly liberal 
in the air, and, further, I aver, that it shall be in 
fact fair and truly unattackably intact there, and 
that is fair enough- and if that is fair who shall 
go further and what fence anywhere shall claim 
that it has so much as a name, not wood, nor 
iron either, and neither should dare to put up a 
defense or to make false pretenses of being pro
tection at all; 

here then this ends, yet the captivity-tree 
will transcend in the purity of its captivation 
this or any other unsure art-·articulation and 
indeed it will evoke elation intenser than any 
article on paper and in its relation to us will 
be more like an immeasurable elevator that leis
urely pokes its way upward to wend even the 
sky away nor ever stops after it leaves the earth 
until it achieves an undying top floor, and this 
it does always, and through the days and nights 
such that time daily and nightly is quickly lost 
sight of (yet is no longer unsightly) and be
comes tame and like the inoffensive fence then 
has no name and is of no telling significance and 
no elegance, and not by chance but because it 
is so situated and only sadly sits on the damp 
ground alone while the tree gently and un
inhibitedJy pounds and hits at the sky and 
finally fits into eternity nicely and roundly and 
profusely (and that is why that term may be 
profoundly used on it and is its very own). 

-C. W. T . 

Volpone 
This little known play of Ben Jonson has 

been done very seldom in this country. Its size 
and scope make it forbidding to professional 
groups as well as smaller organizations. The 
cutting and editing, however, as done by Mr. 
Seo.field and Mr. Landau does not detract from 
the beauty and order of the story. 

This play is acknowledge as Jonson's great
est, but little known because of the popularity of 
Shakespeare. The play was written in 160 7 


